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Abstract—Thanks to their high availability, scalability, and
usability, cloud databases have become one of the dominant
cloud services. However, since cloud users do not physically
possess their data, data integrity may be at risk. In this
paper, we present a novel protocol that utilizes crowdsourcing
paradigm to provide practical data integrity assurance in key-
value cloud databases. The main advantage of our protocol
over previous work is its high applicability - as opposed to
existing approaches, our scheme does not require any system
changes on the cloud side and thus can be applied directly
to any existing system. We demonstrate the feasibility of our
scheme by a prototype implementation and its evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relational database management systems (RDBMS) are

not the only solution for data storage any more. A large

number of non-relational databases have been developed

in recent years in order to manage continuously growing

amounts of data. The main characteristics of these systems,

often referred to as NoSQL [1,2], are flexible schema,

horizontal scaling and relaxed consistency. They store and

replicate data in distributed systems, commonly across dat-

acenters, thereby achieving scalability and high availability.

NoSQL databases are usually classified into three groups,

according to their data model:

• Key-value stores: Data is stored as key-value pairs, such

that the key is a unique identifier and a value is an

arbitrary entry.

• Document-based stores: Data is stored in a document-

like structure such as JSON or XML.

• Column-oriented stores: Data is organized in tables,

which consists of row keys and column keys. Column

keys are grouped into sets called column families.

In this paper, we will focus on the first group - key-value

stores.

Key-value stores can be used either as internal database

systems or as cloud databases - cloud services that provide

users with access to data without the need for managing

hardware or software. However, storing data in a cloud in-

troduces several security concerns. In particular, since cloud

users do not physically possess their data, data integrity may

be at risk. Cloud providers (or some malicious entity) can

change users’ data, omit some of the data from query results

or return a version of the data which is not the latest. In other

words, data correctness, completeness and freshness might

be compromised.

Data integrity in outsourced relational databases has been

studied for several years [13-16, 18-21]. Nevertheless, exist-

ing solutions are inappropriate for key-value stores for the

following reasons:

• Data volumes in key-value stores are expected to be

much higher than in RDBMS and therefore data is

(usually) distributed across many different nodes.

• The query model of key-value stores is much simpler

than in RDBMS.

These differences between RDBMS and key-value stores in-

troduce both challenges and opportunities. On the one hand,

data integrity assurance in key-value systems requires more

sophisticated solutions due to its distributed architecture

and high data volumes. On the other hand, their extremely

simple query model may allow us to design much simpler

and efficient protocols for data integrity verification. We are

especially interested in developing a method that does not

require server side modifications, so it may be seamlessly

applied to existing real world systems.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that data integrity

of key-value stores in the cloud can be verified without

server side modifications and with reasonable performance

overhead. Our main contributions are as follows:

• Development of a novel probabilistic method that al-

lows users to verify data integrity of the data that

resides in cloud key-value stores and its analysis.

• A demonstration of the feasibility of our method

through a prototype implementation and its experimen-

tal evaluation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II

outlines system and threat models. Section III presents our

method for data integrity verification. Security analysis of

our approach is presented in Section IV. Section V intro-

duces our proof-of-concept implementation and provides an

experimental evaluation thereof. Section VI reviews related

work and Section VII concludes the paper.
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II. SYSTEM AND THREAT MODELS

A. System Model and Assumptions

Database-as-a-service paradigm (DBaaS), firstly intro-

duced more than a decade ago [3], has become a preva-

lent service of today’s cloud providers. Micorosoft’s Azure

SQL Database, Amazon’s DynamoDB and Google’s Cloud

BigTable are just a few examples.

We assume that there are three entities in the DBaaS

model:

• Data owner (DO): uploads the data to the cloud.

• Cloud provider (CP): stores and provides access to the

data.

• Clients: retrieve the data from the cloud.

There is only one instance of DO and CP in our model,

whereas the number of clients is not limited. We will assume

that data uploaded to the cloud is stored in a key-value

database. We model key-value database as a set of tuples

D = {(k, v)}, where k is the key and v is the value associ-

ated with k. The DO uploads data to the cloud by sending

to the cloud bulks of the predefined size B = {(k, v)}.
By sending a key k to the cloud, client retrieves a tuple

(k, v) ∈ D.

Our system model is both write and read intensive. We

assume that the DO only appends new values to the database;

existing tuples are not updated. While privacy in the cloud

is a topic that received much attention (see for example

[22-24]), our model focuses on data integrity. As already

mentioned above, we are interested in a highly applicable

solution and therefore we assume that no server changes can

be performed on the cloud side.

B. Integrity and Attack Model

We assume that the CP is not trusted neither by the DO

nor by the clients and that it can behave maliciously in any

possible way to break data integrity. For example, the CP

may modify some of the tuples, add or delete tuples, or

return partial (or empty) results to the clients’ queries.

We focus on data integrity protection in the following two

dimensions:

• Correctness: Data received by the clients was originally

uploaded to the cloud by the DO and has not been

modified maliciously or mistakenly in the cloud side.

• Completeness: The CP returns to the clients all the

data that matches the query. In other words, no data

is omitted from the result.

Freshness is another important dimension of data integrity,

meaning that the clients get the most current version of the

data that was uploaded to the cloud. However, since in our

system model there are no updates, freshness is not an issue.

III. OUR APPROACH

In our model, clients query the cloud by ”get value by

key” queries. The result returned by the CP may be either

empty or not. In case it is not empty, the client only needs

to check its correctness, and that can be easily achieved

by data authentication. The major focus of our work is to

ensure that empty results are supposed to be empty. In other

words, we want to ensure that the results of clients’ queries

are complete.

Below we describe our protection techniques for correct-

ness and completeness verification.

A. Preliminaries

1) Hash Function: We use collision-resistant hash func-

tion that has a property that it is computationally hard to find

two inputs that hash to the same output. SHA-256 and SHA-

512 [4] are examples of such functions. Hash operation on

value x is denoted by H(x).

2) Secret Keys: We assume that the DO and the clients

share two secret keys {Ke,Km}; Ke for data encryption

and Km for data authenticity.

3) Data Authentication: To verify data authenticity we

use message authentication codes (MAC’s). The DO signs

its data according to the MAC scheme (e.g. HMAC [5])

and stores the MAC value in the cloud along with the

signed data. Then, based on the MAC value and the re-

ceived data, clients can verify data authenticity. Signing and

verification operations are denoted by Sign(data, key) and

V erify(data,MAC, key).

4) Data Encryption: Sensitive data that is stored in

the cloud is encrypted by the DO and then decrypted

by the clients by using symmetric encryption (e.g. AES

[6]). We denote encryption and decryption operations as

Enc(plaintext, key) and Dec(ciphertext, key).

B. Completeness Verification Scheme

Our goal is to verify that no data was omitted from the

results of the client queries. In our approach, we use two

techniques - tuples linking and crowdsourced verification
described below.

1) Tuples Linking: The Intuition behind the tuples linking
is that every tuple is aware about the existence of some

other tuples. For example, consider the following key-value

database (Table I), where key is a user id and value is a user

object.

Table I
SAMPLE KEY-VALUE DATABASE

Key Value
1457 Name = ”Bob”, Phone = ”781455”

1885 Name = ”John”, Email = ”john@g.com”

2501 Name = ”Alice”, Email = a@aaa.com”

3456 Name = ”Carol”, City = ”Paris”

If we would apply tuples linking to the sample data from

Table I, the result might look as in Table II.
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Table II
TUPLES LINKING EXAMPLE FOR DATA FROM TABLE I

Key Value
1457 Name = ”Bob”, ... , Link Data = ”1885, 3456”

1885 Name = ”John”, ... , Link Data = ”2501, 3456

2501 Name = ”Alice”, ... , Link Data = ”1457, 1885

3456 Name = ”Carol”, ... , Link Data = ”1457, 2501”

The formal definition of tuples linking is as follows:

∀(k1, v1), (k2, v2) ∈ D, (k1, v1) is linked to (k2, v2) ⇐⇒ k2 ⊂ v1

(1)

The DO is responsible for the linking between the tuples

when uploading the data to the cloud. Afterwards, the

clients can rely on this linking data to verify the result

completeness. For example, consider a query ”get users with

ids 1457, 1885” on data from Table II and the result that

contains only tuple with id 1457. By checking linking data

of the tuple 1457, the client knows that tuple 1885 should

be a part of the result and thus detects the attack.

The implementation of the tuples linking is based on the

assumption that the DO uploads its data to the cloud by bulk

loading, and therefore tuples inside a bulk may be linked one

to another forming a bulks linking. However, it is not enough

to link between the tuples of the same bulk, because if the

CP removes all the bulk there is no way to detect that. We

suggest that the DO keeps the copy of the previous bulk

locally and when the new bulk is arrived, links its tuples to

both the current bulk and the previous one. The number of

linked tuples is defined by a parameter p. The bulks linking

can be formally defined as follows:

∀Bi, Bi+1 ∈ D,x ∈ Bi, p > 0,

there are
⌈p
2

⌉
tuples in Bi and

⌈p
2

⌉
tuples in Bi+1

that are linked to x
(2)

The illustration of the bulks linking of 3 bulks with 5 keys

each is shown in Fig. 1:

• Graph nodes represent database tuples.

• An edge from the node A to the node B depicts that A

is linked to B (A knows about the existing of B).

2) Crowdsourced verification: In crowdsourcing (CS)

systems [7] users collaborate to achieve a goal that is

beneficial to the whole community. The collaboration may

be explicit (e.g. Wikipedia and Linux projects) or implicit

as in ESP game [8] where users label images as a side

effect of playing the game. In our approach we build CS

system where users implicitly collaborate to achieve a mu-

tual goal database integrity assurance. Unlike the previous

work which focused on the query integrity (clients verify

only their own queries), our focus is on the database integrity

(clients execute random verification queries to verify that the

CP behaves honorably). The rationale behind this strategy is

Figure 1. Bulks linking example of 3 bulks with p = 2

based on the observation that the database integrity is more

important than the query integrity; clients would not like

to work with the CP that returns provably wrong results to

some of the queries (even if these queries are fake and were

issued by other users). We rely on this observation in our

CS system, where each client contributes a little bit of his

computational power in order to verify that the CP can be

trusted. It works as follows:

1) A client sends a query to the CP.

2) The CP sends the query result along with the linking

data back to the client.

3) The client builds verification queries based on the

received linking data and sends them to the CP.

4) The CP sends the result of the verification queries back

to the client.

5) The client verifies that the result of the verification

queries matches the linking data.

Verification queries (step 3) are built such that the CP can-

not distinguish between them and the regular client queries

(step 1). Thanks to that, CP’s malicious behavior with the

client queries will inevitably cause malicious behavior with

the verification queries as well and thus will be detected.

For example, consider a query ”get user with id 1885” on

data from Table II. The verification queries for this client

query will be ”get user with id 2501” and ”get user with id

3456”. If the result of at least one of these queries is empty,

the attack is detected.

Note that there is no dependency between client query

(step 1) and verification queries (step 3) and hence steps 3-

5 can be executed asynchronously (i.e. without hurting reads

latency).
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C. Pseudo-Code

The pseudo-code of the algorithms that provide both

correctness and completeness verification in our model is

presented below.

Algorithm 1 puts a bulk of tuples into the cloud database.

It iterates over all the tuples in the bulk (lines 3-9) and

calculates linking data for each tuple. Linking data then is

encrypted and stored as a part of the tuple’s value. In order

to be able to link the next bulk to the current, we store the

current bulk keys in a global variable (line 10).

Algorithm 1 Put a new bulk of tuples

1: procedure PUTBULK(bulk)

2: Shuffle(bulk)

3: for each Tuple t ∈ bulk do
4: link data ← GenLinkData(GetKeys(bulk))

5: t.value ← t.value || Enc(link data,Ke)

6: t hash ← H(t.key||t.value)

7: t.value ← t.value || Sign(t hash,Km)

8: Cloud.put(t.key, t.value)

9: end for
10: Global.prev bulk keys ← GetKeys(bulk)

11: end procedure

Algorithm 2 returns a tuple by key. First the correctness of

the tuple is verified in lines 4-6. Completeness verification

is based on verification queries which are built based on the

decrypted linking data (line 8).

Algorithm 2 Get tuple by key

1: procedure GET(key)

2: t ← Cloud.get(key)

3: if t is not empty then
4: t hash ←H(key||t.value||GetLinkData(t))
5: if Verify(t hash, GetMac(t), Km) = false then
6: ALARM ATTACK (Tuple was modified)

7: end if
8: ExecVerQueries(Dec(GetLinkData(t), Ke))

9: end if
10: return new Tuple(key, t.value))

11: end procedure

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Correctness

Our correctness verification scheme is directly based

on the well-known primitives (MAC scheme and collision

resistant hash function) and is secure as long as they are.

B. Completeness

Our approach for completeness verification is based on

two techniques: tuples linking and crowdsourced verifica-

tion, described above.

Assuming a uniform distribution of both deleted tuples

and range of queries, the probability that the clients will

detect that d tuples were deleted from the DB (or omitted

from the result) with |D| tuples after Q queries is:

1− (
|D| − p× d

|D| )Q (3)

Fig. 2 shows the probability to detect an attack as a

function of number of queries performed by the clients with

|D| = 1.000.000, p = 4 and d ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20}. It can

be seen that even with p as small as 4, after a relatively

small number of queries (production systems receive tens

of thousands of queries per second [25]) and deleted tuples,

the chance of the CP to escape from being caught is very

low.
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Figure 2. Completeness verification analysis

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For experimental evaluation, we have implemented a

prototype of our solution. As a cloud key-value store we

use Redis [9]. In order to evaluate our solution, we use

Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) framework [10].

The only thing needs to be done in order to benchmark a

particular database with YCSB is to implement a database

interface layer. This will allow framework client to perform

operations like ”read tuple” or ”insert tuple” without having

to understand the specific API of the database.

We use YCSB in the following way:

• YCSB framework already has Redis client implemen-

tation called RedisClient.

• We implemented our version of Redis client (IRe-

disClient) based on algorithms from Section III. Our

implementation is available online [11].

• We configured a workload in which predefined num-

ber of interchangeable read and insert operations are

executed against the database.
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• We executed this workload on both clients and com-

pared their execution time. The results are presented

below.

A. Setup

We used tuples of 1KB size with random values. We

defined a bulk size to be 100 and the parameter p (number

of linked tuples) to be 4. The workload was performed on

database that initially contained 30.000 tuples. We executed

the workload three times for each client with 5.000, 10.000

and 30,000 operations. The results below represent the

average value of these three executions.

B. Performance Analysis

The cost of IRedisClient insert operation is dominated by

two encryption and one hash operations (MAC calculation

and encryption of linking data). The cost of IRedisClient

read operations is similar to the cost of inserts (MAC

calculation and linking data decryption) with an additional

cost of p verification queries. Experimental results (Fig. 3)

show that this overhead increases execution time by 29 %

in average.
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Figure 3. Workload results

VI. RELATED WORK

Existing solutions can be mainly categorized into three

types. The first type is based on the Merkle Hash Tree

(MHT), the second is based on digital signatures (DS), and

the third uses a probabilistic approach.

A. MHT-based approach

MHT [12] is a binary tree, where each leaf is a hash of a

data block, and each internal node is a hash of the concate-

nation of its two children. Devanbu et al. in [13] introduce

a method that uses MHT as Authenticated Data Structure

(ADS) to provide data integrity assurance in DBaaS model.

The general idea is to build MHT for every database table

such that MHT’s leaves are hashes of table’s records ordered

by a search key. To reduce I/O operations cost in both

client and server sides, instead of using binary trees, trees of

higher fanout (MB-Trees) can be used [14]. Different MHT-

based techniques to provide efficient integrity assurance for

join and aggregate queries are presented in [15] and [16]

respectively. MHT-based approach does not suite our system

model since it was designed for range queries and does not

support efficient queries on arbitrary keys. It also requires

significant server side changes and that is not allowed in our

system model.

B. DS-based approach

A natural and intuitive approach to provide data integrity

in RDBMS is to use digital signatures scheme (e.g. RSA

[17]) in the following way:

• An additional column containing a hash of concate-

nated record values signed by the DO’s private key is

added to every table.

• Clients verify records integrity by using the DO’s public

key.

To reduce the communication cost between client and server

and the computation cost on the client side, signature ag-

gregation technique [18] can be used to combine multiple

record signatures into a single one. In our approach, we use

a similar technique for data correctness (the only difference

is that we use MAC’s instead of DS and do not use

aggregation). To guarantee completeness, rather than sign

individual records, the DO signs consecutive pairs of records

[19]. In order to do that, the DO must either have the copy of

the database locally or be able to get the consecutive records

from the cloud; both options are not possible in our model.

C. Probabilistic approach

Probabilistic approaches provide only probabilistic in-

tegrity assurance, but do not require DBMS modifications

and have better performance than MHT-based and DS-based

approaches. In this approach, a number of additional records

is uploaded to the cloud along with the original records. The

more additional records are being uploaded, the higher is

the probability to detect data integrity attack. All data is en-

crypted on a client side so the CP cannot distinguish between

the original and the additional records. These additional

records may be completely fake as was proposed in [20]

or original records encrypted with a different (secondary)

secret key as was proposed in dual encryption scheme

[21]. Fake-records approach is appropriate only for range

queries and therefore is not relevant for our model, whereas

dual-encryption scheme could be applied to our model, but

requires that the whole database must be encrypted. In our

scheme only a small number of keys (i.e. linking data)

in each tuple are encrypted. Compared to our approach,
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dual-encryption scheme also requires much more additional

storage on the cloud side due to records duplication.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our novel method for data

integrity assurance in cloud key-value stores. Our method

relies on crowdsourcing paradigm - users collaborate to

achieve a mutual goal - database integrity assurance. The

main advantage of our method over existing approaches

is its high applicability - it can be applied to existing

systems without modifying server side. We implemented a

proof-of-concept prototype of our protocol and conducted

experimental evaluation thereof. The results show that our

scheme imposes a reasonable overhead. For future work,

we plan to extend our scheme on additional types of cloud

databases (e.g. column stores).
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